Is there a way to bypass the Full Text Finder link resolver menu?

Library administrators can choose to have Full Text Finder open the first available full-text link. This can be done by using EBSCOadmin and following the directions below.

**To bypass the Full Text Finder menu and go directly to the full text:**

1. From the **Choose Profile** drop-down menu, select your Full Text Finder profile.
2. Click the **Linking** sub-tab.
3. Select the **On** radio button to the right of **Automatically Open to Full Text**.
4. Click **Submit**.

See also:

[How to Control Full Text Finder Linking Behavior when Choosing to Bypass the Menu](https://help.ebsco.com/interfaces/Full_Text_Finder/Holdings_Management_User_Guide/Is_there_a_way_to_bypass_the_Full_Text_Finder_link_resolver_menu)